Welcome: Sebastien Bachollet, EURALO Chair

Moderator & Introduction: Olivier Crépin-Leblond

IP Addresses management in Europe and the World (by RIPE NCC)

Chris Buckridge, Advisor to the RIPE NCC Managing Director, will speak about some of the challenges facing the global RIR system and the RIPE NCC specifically as we head into 2022. This includes incoming or proposed EU legislation (including NIS 2, the Digital Single Market Act, and the DNS4EU tender), global Internet governance developments, and challenges in relation to national laws, including sanctions regimes. [https://www.ripe.net/](https://www.ripe.net/)

Tool demo against DNS abuses (by ALS ISOC Belgium)

Frederic Taes, chair of Internet SOCiety Belgium will present isTrust an opensource community project, aiming to contribute to trust on the internet and to solve some of the problems of DNS Abuse. The minimum viable product is a browser add-on displaying information about domain owners and communication (TLS certificate), in an easy way for Internet users. EURALO community is invited to contribute to this project.

Presentation and demonstration of [https://www.istrust.org/](https://www.istrust.org/)

Languages supported

English, Français, Español, Русский